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Message from the Secretary
The year 2011 was a transformational one for the Department of Justice (DOJ).
From the initial learning curve in 2010 with the assumption of a new, reformist
President, 2011 saw the completion of the DOJ’s strategic roadmap to achieve
the deliverables of the administration. It also marked the beginning of a first set of
initiatives and programs to set the justice system on the firm foundation of good
governance and the rule of law.
The DOJ as the principal law agency of the government and administrator of
the criminal justice system intends to build a credible and impartial institution:
“From justice that money and connections can buy to a truly impartial system
of institutions that deliver equal justice to rich or poor.” It means being at the
vanguard to break the culture of impunity where the rich and the powerful hold
sway over the scales of justice and where the poor and the voiceless invariably get
the shorter end of the stick.
This Annual Report 2011 hopefully captures the actions we have taken from the
ones that captured nationwide attention, to the long-studied policy measures and
to those equally significant tasks that may not have been reported. It also captures
the men and women of the DOJ in its fighting best. It only shows that with an
honest, hardworking and competent team, change is possible and we need not stick
to the ‘business as usual’ mode.
As we brace for more reforms in the coming years, let us be reminded of our one
oath that we all have sworn: to uphold the rule of law and be true to our functions
and responsibilities as servants of the people. This is the only standard by which we
hold ourselves.
Personally and as long as I continue to lead the DOJ, please be assured of my full
commitment regardless of the sacrifice or cost. For the Filipino is our strength and
my inspiration.
Lastly, it was a special year. If we may recall that for the first time in many years,
the DOJ had highest approval ratings among government institutions. This
reflects the growing trust and confidence of the people. It is something that we
can look back and to stand upon. I thank the DOJ family for a great year and for
all the persistence and teamwork. Here’s to another one with more results, more
sacrifices, more meaningful work.
Mabuhay!

Leila M. De Lima
Secretary
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CHAPTER ONE

Major Accomplishments and
Significant Reforms
The Department of Justice’s gains for the year 2011 were built largely on good governance and anticorruption reform efforts – its objective, to establish transformative governance in an institution mandated
to uphold the rule of law and render justice to all pursuant to the President’s 16-point agenda. Efforts to
strengthen integrity and accountability mechanisms in the DOJ and its agencies are among the institutional
reforms undertaken during the year.
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Good Governance and Anti-Corruption Efforts

M

ajor events pushed the DOJ to the headlines
in many instances when it figured in the filing
of electoral sabotage case against former President
Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo and former Chairperson
Benjamin Abalos, the fact-finding investigation on the
escape of high profile prisoner Antonio Leviste from the
New Bilibid Prison, and the filing of cases for alleged
irregularities and anomalies in the National Bureau of
Investigation (NBI) and Bureau of Corrections (BuCor).
High profile cases of alleged graft and corruption
against certain officials of the Arroyo Administration
such as former Agriculture Undersecretary Jocelyn
Bolante, former Local Waterworks and Utilities
Administration (LWUA) Chairperson Prospero Pichay,
former Philippine Amusement and Games Corporation
(PAGCOR) Chairman Ephraim Genuino were among
those investigated by the DOJ.
The highly visible efforts pursued by the DOJ resulted
to the Secretary of Justice garnering the highest
approval rating among Cabinet members of the Aquino
Administration according to independent surveys. The
DOJ was also rated among the most trusted government
institutions.
The Office of the Solicitor General, as the legal
counsel of the House of Representatives, recorded a
major victory when the Supreme Court ruled that the
impeachment case against a former Ombudsman may
finally proceed, thus paving the way for the appointment
of another who is willing to investigate graft complaints
filed against past administration officials.
Internal measures to promote professionalism in the
ranks and ensure independence of the institution saw
the issuance of a policy under D.C. No. 020 dated 25
April 2011 that discourages political endorsements for
appointments and promotions of personnel in the DOJ.
It is a major institutional reform against the excesses
of political endorsements and lobbying. Meanwhile,
organizational reforms have been implemented, such as the
creation of Internal Affairs Units (IAUs) for the National
Prosecution Service (NPS), to enforce the provisions of
the Codes of Conduct for Prosecutors and Staff.

the following: Intellectual Property Piracy, Anti-Trafficking
in Persons (TFATIP), Anti-Terrorism, Anti-Smuggling (or
RATS Cases), Anti-Money Laundering, Human Rights and
Extra-Legal Killings, Financial Fraud and Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas, Securities and Business Scam, Bureau of Internal
Revenue (or RATES Cases), Illegal Drugs, Security of
Energy Facilities and Enforcement of Energy Laws, AntiIllegal Recruitment, Anti-Carnapping, Anti-Kidnapping,
Legacy Cases and “Titulong Malinis.”

1

2

(1) Former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo files her
answers to the Plunder case against her.
(2) His Excellency President Benigno S. Aquino III delivers
his keynote speech during the 1st National Criminal Justice
Summit in December 2011.

Reforms in procurement were pursued to simplify and to
streamline the processes. It saw the need for written rules
that will institutionalize a more efficient, effective and
transparent system to manage physical resources.

The reconstitution of all DOJ Task Forces under D.O.
No. 826 dated 05 October 2011 is another major
organizational move to realign the resources against
syndicated or organized crimes. The major task forces are
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Codification Program – New Criminal Code of the Philippines

I

n response to the directive of the President in his first
State of the Nation Address (SONA) on 26 July 2010
to review and recodify laws to ensure their consistency,
the Justice Secretary issued Department Circular No.
19 dated 20 April 2011, ordering the constitution of a
Criminal Code Committee (CCC) composed of the heads
of various justice sector agencies, officials from the judicial
and legislative departments, and the civil society, that will
compile and review, update and revise, as well as unify and
codify, the various penal statutes of the country.
From April to November 2011, the following activities
were conducted by the CCC:
» Series of Experts Group Meetings (EGMs) to discuss
current problems and proposed solutions vis-à-vis the
existing body of criminal laws in the country;
» Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with stakeholders;
» Presentation of the work of CCC to members of
Congress and civil society representatives, incumbent
and retired justices and judges from the judiciary;
deans of law schools and eminent legal practitioners;

» Participation of select members of the CCC in a
Study and Exchange Program in Berlin, Germany,
who shared insights with German policymakers and
justice sector officials on how to improve the criminal
justice system in the Philippines, focusing on the
potential impact of penal law reforms through the
CCC; and
» Series of write-shops with the Experts Group to work
on an initial draft of Book 1 of the proposed Criminal
Code of the Philippines (General Principles of
Criminal Law and Rules on Application of Penalties),
using inputs from the EGMs and FGDs.
For CY 2012, the CCC will resume its series of writeshops to continue finalizing the first part of the proposed
Criminal Code. The draft Book 1 of the proposed Criminal
Code CCC will be submitted to the President in mid-April
2012.

The House Committee on Justice conducts hearing and site inspection of the New Bilibid Prison (NBP) in Muntinlupa City on June 7, 2011.
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Coordination with Justice Sector Agencies

O

n 05-06 December 2011, the 1st National Criminal
Justice Summit was held at the Manila Hotel,
participated in by justice sector officials and private sector
stakeholders in the criminal justice system. The event was
keynoted by President Benigno Aquino III, and featured
messages from the Vice President, Senate President,
House Speaker, Supreme Court Chief Justice, DOJ
Secretary, and DILG Secretary.
The summit was a venue for a comprehensive assessment
of the issues and challenges of the Philippine criminal
justice system, where stakeholders shared concrete, wellresearched and innovative solutions and recommendations.
Among the key issues tackled were:
1.

Problems currently besetting corrections institutions,
how reformation of offenders is being undertaken,
and how the corrections sector impacts on the fight
against crime and the delivery of justice;

2.

Budget and resource allocation for justice sector
agencies, and how political resolve and judicious
management can optimize available assets in the
justice sector;

3.

The conduct of trials under the present adversarial
system, the chronic problems being faced by litigants,
where the chokepoints of the criminal justice system
lie, and the proposal to adopt various strategic
reforms in rules and procedure consistent with a
hybrid adversarial-inquisitorial trial system;

4.

Proposed reforms in the Rules of Court, particularly
the new Rules on Criminal Procedure expected to be
promulgated soon by the Supreme Court;

5.

Problems in the judiciary and the law enforcement
sector, and how these impact all the other sectors of
the criminal justice system; and

6.

Proposed reforms in criminal law, particularly the
new Criminal Code of the Philippines currently being
crafted by the Criminal Code Committee constituted
by the DOJ.

These were made the backdrop of a 30-year strategic
plan developed by the Justice Sector Coordinating
Council (JSCC), with the vision of realizing a robust
and inclusive justice system that enshrines the tenets
of good governance and adheres to the rule of law,
anchored on integrity and competence to ensure equal
and impartial access to justice to achieve national
development.
In the same year, the DOJ figured significantly in
development partnerships such as the Philippine
Development Forum (PDF). It has been designated
co-convenor for the subcommittee on the Rule
of Law alongside the US Agency for International
Development (USAID). In the implementation of the
Partnership for Growth (PFG) project of the United
States government, the DOJ chairs the subcommittee
on the Rule of Law and Good Governance.

Legislative Agenda

I

n pursuing reforms that will truly realize the aspirations
of the people, directions need to be set and policies be
reformed to address the prevailing issues and concerns
of the current times. The DOJ, as the Attorney General
of the government, through the Department Legislative
Liaison Office (DLLO), undertook the drafting of position
papers requested by Congress and the Office of the
President on various issues within its competence.
For 2011, the DLLO attended to 227 public hearings in
Congress and facilitated and prepared 139 position papers
for the various bills of both the Senate and the House of
Representatives.

The DOJ’s policy reform agenda includes advocacy efforts
in pursuing the passage of the following laws which critical
in realizing reforms needed to strengthen law enforcement
and corrections:
» Reorganization of the NBI
» Modernization of the Bureau of Corrections
» Strengthening the Witness Protection Program
» Whistleblowers’ Bill
» Amendments to the Anti-Trafficking Law
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CHAPTER TWO

DOJ Functional Clusters
For purposes of planning, monitoring and evaluation, DOJ agencies were grouped into three (3) functional
clusters – Law Enforcement, Prosecution, and Public Defense, Corrections, and Legal Services and Special
Protection Units. These functional clusters shall facilitate closer coordination and better implementation of
programs and projects, aligning them with the major final outputs and synchronized efforts that will promote
better performance and results.
The cluster system allows interrelated processes to actually work together for the interest of each
stakeholder, balancing states rights and private remedies.
The cluster system consists of interrelated processes covering the protection and remedies for both the
offended and the accused which can be availed of during investigation, prosecution, public defense and
corrections. It also includes legal and other special services that the DOJ and its agencies have been
mandated to undertake.
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Law Enforcement, Prosecution, and
Public Defense Cluster

Law enforcement includes detection and investigation of crimes, strict monitoring and control of the country’s
porous borders through the enforcement of immigration laws which includes alien registration and monitoring, and
border management. While the NBI enforces the law by apprehending offenders and gathering evidence to support
the claim of a law violation, the NPS prosecutes the same in court. The Public Attorney’s Office provides legal
defense for the accused, especially those who do not have access to the services of a lawyer, to ensure that their
rights are protected.

National Bureau of Investigation (NBI)
MESSAGE
The year 2011 was historically significant for the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) as it celebrated its
75th year anniversary.
The milestone attests to the Bureau’s endurance as the country’s premiere investigative agency. It went
through many trying times that measured the professionalism and tested the strength of its men and women.
For the same period, vis-à-vis the commemoration, it is noteworthy that the NBI posted creditable gains in its
frontline services.
In this regard, we respectfully submit herewith the 2011 NBI Annual Report. Included therein are major
accomplishments in its investigative and forensic services, as well as related activities.
As it surges on, the NBI reaffirms its steadfast commitment to our people for meaningful public service, and
as an ally in their quest for truth and justice.
With our highest esteem.
Atty. Nonnatus Caesar R. Rojas (Sgd)
Director

T

he NBI is the government’s premier investigation
agency and acts as the national clearinghouse of criminal
cases. The year 2011 was historical for the NBI as it
celebrated its 75th anniversary.

The NBI’s Investigative and Intelligence Services, including
regional and district offices received 11,839 crime cases, a
decrease of 6.0% compared to last year’s 12,594 cases.
Terminated crime cases showed an improvement from
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34.3% increase from 11,557 in 2010 to 15,518 cases for
2011. Overall output including service and miscellaneous
cases, increased by 3.3%. 4,047, out of the total
terminated crime cases recommended for prosecution.
This is a 2.3% increase from last year’s 3,956 cases for
prosecution.
NBI agents and investigators located 205 persons by
virtue of warrants of arrests and through requests made to
locate missing persons.
Technical assistance rendered by experts in the field of
forensic medicine and chemistry, questioned documents,
ballistics, polygraphy, dactyloscopy and investigative
photography accounted for 14,825 cases with 1,695 court
appearances nationwide. Laboratory examinations were
also conducted on 29,673 specimens.
With regard to clearance processing and issuance, NBI
processed 5,079,435 applications for various purposes
nationwide, or an average of 20,648 clearances served
a day. This figure is 1.5% less, when compared to the
5,154,500 clearances processed/issued in 2010.
Major Accomplishments
A major reform that took place during the year was the
development of the NBI Biometrics Clearance System
(NBCS) and the establishment of clearance centers
nationwide. A clearance building was constructed to
accommodate the large number of applicants in the NBI
Main Office to do away with the high rental fees.
In 2011 alone, the NBI conducted several operations
against counterfeiters and manufacturers of imitated items
in violation of the intellectual property rights. The seized
fake products amounted to a total of P5.2 billion. The
series of raids conducted by the NBI yielded P18 million
worth of fake “North Face” apparel at two sales outlets in
Binondo, Manila; 143 pieces of fake Marlboro products
worth P143,000 in various malls in Binondo and Sta.
Cruz, Manila and in Robinson’s Place, Padre Faura, Manila;
3,322 pieces of fake assorted Umbra umbrellas worth
P3.32 million; 119 sets of computers containing assorted
unauthorized reproductions of Autodesk, Inc. software
products worth P50 million; and fake Tribal clothing worth
P95,896,800.00.

rescued.
In the field of forensics, the Disaster Victim Identification,
a composite team led by the Medico-Legal Division
assumed vital role in the identification of disaster victims
of Typhoon Sendong that devastated the cities of Cagayan
De Oro and Iligan. A total of 321 processed cadavers –
203 in Cagayan De Oro and 118 in Iligan were identified.
NBI agents and operatives arrested Jimmy Ato, alleged
gunman in the killing of Italian missionary priest Fausto
Tentorio of the Pontifical Institute of Foreign Mission
based in Rome, Italy, and re-arrested convicted former
Batangas Governor Antonio Leviste who was seen going in
and out of the New Bilibid Prison on different occasions as
if not a convict serving sentence.
The NBI Anti-Fraud and Action Division was part and
major component of the DOJ-COMELEC Fact-Finding
Team that investigated and gathered documentary and
testimonial evidence on the alleged election fraud during
the 2007 elections which led to the filing of complaint
against former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, Andal
Ampatuan, Sr., Lintang Bedol, Benjamin Abalos, et. al., for
electoral sabotage.

Jimmy Ato, principal
suspect in the slaying of
Italian missionary priest
Fr. Fausto C. Tentorio is
handcuffed by NBI agents
following his arrest in
Arakan, North Cotabato

In its drive against drug trafficking, operatives arrested 55
drug traffickers or mules, most of whom are members of
the West African Drug Syndicate. While in its campaign
against human trafficking, 156 victims mostly minors were
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Bureau of Immigration (BI)
MESSAGE
During the year 2011, the Bureau of Immigration responded to the clarion call of restoring integrity and
honesty in all transactions of government.
When I assumed my post as Commissioner of the Bureau of Immigration in 2011, I pledged to steer the
Bureau towards the path of transformational change, in keeping with His Excellency, President Aquino’s
Tuwid na Daan mandate. In pursuit of this goal, several policy statements and issuances have been formulated
and implemented resulting in a reformed and revitalized Bureau of Immigration. With the new core values of
patriotism, integrity, and professionalism as the guiding principles in our service, we have exerted aggressive
and serious efforts to transform the Bureau into a government agency that we can all be proud of.
The Bureau also rolled out its major flagship projects: the procurement of biometrics and the item creation,
recruitment and intensive training of 100 new Immigration Officer I positions. We shall pursue the
professionalization of its ranks and shall improve upon its systems and policies as continuing endeavors.
The Bureau is also proud to count as an achievement – not just for itself but for the entire nation – the
Philippines’ upgrade to Tier Two status in the US State Department’s 2011 Trafficking in Persons Report.
The Bureau crafted the BI-CARES program which outlined the departure formalities for departing Filipino
passengers. As a member of the Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking, the Bureau shall continue
to remain vigilant in the administration and enforcement of the nation’s immigration laws and the AntiTrafficking in Persons Act of 2003.
With the invaluable support and guidance of the DOJ and the support of its attached agencies, we shall
continue with this transformative path to further enhance the Bureau’s operational capacities and to deliver
the best service to our clientele. The Bureau remains one with the DOJ in all its projects for development and
progress in the service of the Filipino people.
Mabuhay!
Ricardo A. David, Jr. (Sgd)
Commissioner

S

trengthened measures against foreign terrorists,
offenders and other unwanted aliens through
effective immigration enforcement and border
management are among the major contributions of the
Bureau of Immigration (BI) in the criminal justice system.
In 2011, BI documented 3,988,354 arrivals of foreign
nationals compared to 3,378,967 in 2010. It reported
3,877,622 departures of foreign nationals in 2011
compared to 3,432,232 in 2010. As documented,
7,289 vessels in seaports were boarded upon arrival, and
7,256 were cleared for departure. It also received and
processed 443,094 requests for tourist visa extension,
and 3,139 transactions for conversions to different types

of immigrant visas.
At the end of 2011, BI issued 194,356 Alien Certificate
of Registration Identification Cards (ACR-I-Cards)
to foreign nationals compared to 122,415 in 2010.
The collections from this service generated a total of
P104,343,996.87.
The BI’s one-stop-shop for the Special Visas for
Employment Generation (SVEG) granted 35
probationary and 78 indefinite SVEG to foreign nationals
whose business activities generated regular employment to
around 26,875 Filipinos. Its services for the Retention and
Re-Acquisition of Philippine Citizenship under RA 9225
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processed 3,889 petitions.
As part of its intensified operations against illegal activities
of aliens in 2011, BI arrested 153 foreign nationals and
146 were deported to their countries of origin. There are
196 detainees in the Bicutan center. In addition, the BI
Forensic Document Laboratories in its main office and
NAIA 1 received and examined 1,536 documents. Of
which, 673 were found genuine, 359 were counterfeited,
434 fraudulently altered, and 70 inconclusive.
One hundred (100) Immigration Officer I positions
were secured to man the airport terminals. The current
BI plantilla was based on only one international airport
which the country now has ten. The first batch has been
sucessfully recruited and trained and new personnel are
expected to join the frontline services.
Major Accomplishments
Increased Revenue. The BI is a law enforcement agency
with a budget of P520 million in 2011. Nonetheless,
it continually contributed substantial revenues to the
national government treasury from immigration fees
and taxes, fines and penalties, miscellaneous income and
I-Card collection. The increase in foreign arrivals and
efficient automated service contributed to the Bureau’s
financial gains. In 2011, BI had a total collection of 2.3
billion pesos, a 100 million pesos increase in collection
from 2.2 billion pesos in 2010. Reflective of better
delivery of honest and efficient service, the increase in
revenue was attained even without increasing immigration
fees.
Professionalized Bureaucracy. In line with the efforts to
professionalize the bureaucracy, an internal personnel
audit was undertaken in 2011 to rationalize work and
benefits. All employees were enjoined to observe the
highest standard of ethics in performing respective
functions and duties. As a result, 30 personnel were
dismissed from service for cause, 35 were meted with
suspension and 3 were dropped from the rolls. In addition,
service contracts of 29 confidential agents were not
renewed due to disciplinary actions or poor attendance.
Complaint Redress Section (CRS). CRS was instituted
to intensify BI’s drive against corruption through strict
adherence to anti-fixer campaigns, moral renewal and
integrity development programs. For the year 2011, CRS
received a total of 618 complaints, of which 267 have
been resolved. The number of complainants advocating
their concerns to the CRS signified the fruitful endeavor

of regaining the public’s trust. Though a hundred percent
accountability is still far from being accomplished, the
beginnings of the trustworthy relationship between the BI
and its stakeholders are apparent.
Delisting of the Philippines from the Tier 2 US Watchlist.
BI has also contributed to the delisting of the Philippines
from the Tier 2 Watchlist of the United States in 2011
by implementing strict departure formalities in all
International Ports.
Moving forward, BI strongly believes that a competent,
dedicated and well-trained workforce is a key to the
realization of a corruption-free agency.

1

2

3

4

(1) To professionalize the Bureau and promote merit and fitness in
government service, a Nationwide Hiring and Qualifying Exam was
conducted. Over 600 took the exam to qualify for hiring as new
Immigration Officers or promotion to a higher plantilla position.
(2) The Bureau is led by its officials every Monday in a flag ceremony.
Patriotism, integrity and professionalism are promoted through the CSC
Performance Pledge and the newly-instituted BI Hymn. Division or
Committee Heads also present accomplishment reports for their offices,
and commendations are given out by the PRAISE Committee to deserving
bureau employees.
(3) The Office of the Commissioner donated their team-building activity
meal and transportation allowance to the victims of typhoon Sendong and
attended a talk given by inspirational speaker Mr. Arun Gogna. All divisions
followed suit and donated funds, clothes and goods.
(4) The Hon. Justice Secretary Leila M. De Lima, along with the Bureau’s
executive officials, handed out commendations at the Bureau’s 71st
Founding Anniversary Celebration on 3 September 2011. The theme was
“Serbisyong Mahusay at Matapat Patungo sa Maunlad na Bukas” in
keeping with the President’s Tuwid na Daan mandate.
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National Prosecution Service (NPS)

P

rosecution of offenders is the mandate of the NPS.
The Witness Protection, Security and Benefits
Program supports this function by providing protection
incentives to state witnesses, to bolster prosecution cases
in court.
As of the end of CY 2011, besides the DOJ Prosecution
Staff in the DOJ main office, the NPS has 14 regional
offices with about 200 functional constituent offices
and 100 sub-offices for the 80 provinces and 136 cities
nationwide.

At that time, the NPS was manned by 1,830 prosecution
officers (prosecutors and prosecution attorneys) out of the
existing 2.411 plantilla positions (581 or 24% vacancies).
There were also 1,558 administrative support staff out of
1,945 plantilla positions (387 or 20% vacancies). The said
NPS personnel were augmented by around 800 support
personnel provided by local government units (LGUs) and
other sources.

Investigation and Prosecution Services
The NPS handled an estimated 330,000 cases for
preliminary investigation which constitute the bulk of the
workload of prosecution officers. On the average, one
prosecutor handled 180 and resolved 138 preliminary
investigation cases for the entire year. This figure does not
include pleadings and reopened cases through motions,
petitions for review and court orders. Out of the said
preliminary investigation caseload, an estimated 76.5%
or 252,763 cases were resolved. As shown in Table 1,
the case load and disposition figures since CY 2009 are

Particulars

significantly lower than those from the prior years due to
the new docketing and reporting systems implemented.
Besides the investigation workload, there were about
725,000 criminal cases in the first and second level trial
courts that are attended to by prosecutors nationwide in
CY 2010 (including those appealed before regional trial
courts). On the average, a prosecutor handled about 389
court cases.

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

391,382

406,243

393,521

415,535

339,107

334,689

330,000

280

256

228

227

178

180

180

298,147

317,602

312,153

320,806

252,111

250,737

252,450

213

201

181

176

132

135

138

76.2%

78.2%

79.3%

77.2%

74.3%

74.9%

76.5%

93,235

88,641

81,368

94,729

86,996

83,952

77,550

Case load
Cases Handled
Average per
Prosecutor
Disposition
Resolved Cases
Average per
Prosecutor
Disposition Rate
Pending Cases

Table 1. NPS Preliminary Investigation Case Load and Disposition, 2006-2011
Source: Reports from prosecution offices nationwide (estimates for 2011—reports still for completion)
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This figure does not include civil or family court cases that
have been handled by prosecutors. Table 2 shows, however,
that the total number of criminal cases in the lower courts

and average case load per prosecutor decreased through
the years.

Particulars

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Total Case Load

1,187,690

1,120,184

1,073,776

1,053,744

996,006

949,440

900,000

Average per Prosecutor

850

707

621

577

522

509

483

Table 2. Criminal Cases in Lower Courts, 2006-2011
Source: Supreme Court – Court Management Office

In addition to their regular investigative and prosecutorial
functions, provincial and city prosecutors are deputized by
the Offices of the Solicitor General and Ombudsman to
act as ex-officio legal counsel of LGUs, serve as the vice
chair of the election board of canvassers, and sometimes
act as local Register of Deeds. The DOJ Prosecution Staff
and Regional Prosecution Offices administer the Witness
Protection, Security and Benefit Program, Victims
Compensation Program, and the DOJ Action Center
which renders free legal assistance to the public (together
with public attorneys). The NPS as a whole has also been
actively involved in various efforts on the protection
of human rights, women and children and intensified
campaign against corruption, extra-legal killings, trafficking
in persons, illegal drugs, tax evasion and smuggling.

6.

Creation of a Task Force on Drug Couriers headed
by the DOJ to formulate and draw up programs to
prevent the proliferation of drug trafficking related
cases and combat drug syndicates

7.

Obtained its first conviction of tax evasion against
a high profile medical doctor in light of the
implementation of the RATE program with the
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR).

Major Plans and Targets
1.

Increase case disposition rate and pursue zero backlog

2.

Expeditious resolution of priority cases
a. Graft and corruption
b. Extra-legal killings
c. Human trafficking
d. Illegal/dangerous drugs
e. Tax evasion/violation
f. Smuggling

3.

Increase resources and to expedite the filling of
vacancies

Accomplishments
1.

Conduct of the 1st Leadership Management and
Development (LMD) for heads of NPS offices

2.

Codification of rules on preliminary investigation and
appeal

3.

Implementation of the NPS Code of Conduct and
the creation of Regional Internal Affairs Units

4.

Continuous implementation of the Basic Orientation
Program for New Prosecutors

5.

Institution of mediation mechanisms in pilot offices
of the National Prosecution Service namely Manila
and Davao Cities as alternative modes of resolving
disputes involving offenses with a penalty of six (6)
years and below before such cases shall be filed for
preliminary investigation
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Witness Protection, Security and Benefits Program

T

he Witness Protection, Security and Benefits
Program (WPSBP) started the year 2011 with 465
covered witnesses. Within the year, the coverage of 113
witnesses was terminated due to completion of witness
duties, absence of or manageable threats, violation of
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or personal request
of the witness himself.
By the end of 2011, the total number of witnesses covered
by the WPSBP was 514, an increase of 10.54% based
from covered witnesses in 2010.
WPSBP continues to cover witnesses in the infamous
Maguindanao Massacre which claimed 57 lives. In 2011,
additional 3 witnesses for the case were admitted for
security protection and temporary shelter.
The Program continues to support the fight against
terrorism. It continues to cover witnesses who can identify
members of the Abu Sayyaf Group, Jemaah Islamiyah and
the Moro International Liberation Front (MILF) Group
who are still at large. Like the other special concern cases,
material and human resources above the customary level
for regional cases have been provided directly to witnesses
in support of government’s goal to decisively stomp out
terrorism and criminality.
The Program has provided support to the government’s
active campaign against human trafficking. The need
to provide security protection to the witnesses became
more imperative considering that human trafficking
almost always involved organized criminal syndicates. At
present, WPSBP covers a significant number of witnesses
in human trafficking cases and convictions have been
secured in recent years in the cases where the testimony
of witnesses proved material and indispensable.

For the fiscal year 2011, the WPSBP budget was increased
to P152.7 million or P13.6 million higher than the previous
year. For the same year, the Program posted a remarkable
94.74% conviction rate after acquiring 36 convictions
out of 38 decided cases with covered witnesses. This was
15.85% higher than the conviction rate in 2010.
Enhancing Witness Benefits
To encourage witnesses to come out and testify, and to
alleviate the economic condition of covered witnesses,
benefits were enhanced. Financial assistance, dependent’s
allowance and subsistence allowance were considerably
increased effective January 01, 2011. The following
programs and activities were also implemented by WPSBP
in 2011:
» Psycho-social counseling to prepare witnesses in
rejoining mainstream society after discharge from the
Program
» Vocational orientation-training to lessen their
dependence on the Program for suitable employment
» Acquisition of additional vehicles, firearms and armor
vests using part of WPSBP confidential funds upon
clearance from the DBM
» Secured PNP authority to use some of firearms
donated by Coca-Cola Bottlers Phillipines Inc. to
the PNP. Firearms were distributed among WPSBP
security personnel in the Mindanao region.

Towards the latter part of 2011, several high profile
cases were investigated by either Congress or the DOJ,
wherein 9 witnesses were endorsed for admission to the
Program. These witnesses were utilized by the Senate
in its investigation of the ZTE Case (1 witness), alleged
rampant corruption in the military leadership including
the “traditional pabaon” (5 witnesses), alleged anomalous
acquisition of PNP of Light Operational Helicopters (2
witnesses) and Electoral Fraud (1 witness). In the factfinding investigation of the COMELEC-DOJ electoral
fraud cases in DOJ, 9 witnesses were endorsed to
WPSBP.
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Public Attorney’s Office
MESSAGE
In the yardstick of commitment, the Public Attorney’s Office (PAO) measures its accomplishments. In 2011,
the PAO continued to live up to its mandate as the principal law office of the government in extending free
legal assistance to indigent persons in criminal, civil, labor, administrative and other quasi-judicial cases.
During the said period, the PAO served 5,835,027 clients and handled 680,858 cases. Out of which, the
PAO obtained a total of 173,572 acquittals and other favorable dispositions. Out of the 164,282 terminated
criminal cases, there were 128,924 cases that were favorably disposed of, or 78.48% favorable dispositions
obtained by the public attorneys assigned to handle the same.
These figures are not mere numbers to us. They have names and faces. They are part of our clientele whom we
served in various places where they needed us the most: evacuation centers for victims of typhoon Sendong;
jails and detention centers nationwide; conflict-stricken places in far-flung areas in the country; and even in
unseen nooks and crannies where only a telephone line serves as a channel of communication and compassion,
assuring callers that they are not alone in their legal battles.
The foregoing is a part of the PAO’s contributions to the achievements of the DOJ as its members advance in
unison to the beat of the drum which accompanies the marching order of His Excellency President Benigno S.
Aquino III to provide true and complete justice for all.
Sa patuloy na pagsulong ng buong pamilya ng DOJ, bilang mga lingkod bayan, nawa ang ating mga pagpupunyagi
sa tuwina ay maging sapat sa panukat ng bawat sambahayan at buong sambayanan na ating pinaglilingkuran.
Persida V. Rueda Acosta (Sgd)
Chief Public Attorney

A

s of December 2011, the Public Attorney’s Office
(PAO) has 1,533 public attorneys handling criminal
and civil cases before 2,197 courts nationwide, and appeals
cases before the Supreme Court, Court of Appeals, and
the Office of the President. PAO lawyers also render nonjudicial services and handle such other limited and special
services.
In 2011, PAO assisted 5,835,027 indigent clients and
handled 680,858 cases nationwide. Each PAO lawyer
was able to assist an average of 3,806 clients and handle
an average of 470 cases. In spite of the overwhelming
case loads, the public attorneys ably represented
indigents accused in court and managed to obtain 173,572
acquittals, dismissals, and other favorable dispositions for
the accused in criminal cases.
At the prosecutor’s level, PAO was able to terminate
23,499 out of 57,319 handled cases. In addition, PAO
disposed of or terminated 16,122 out of 52,411 civil cases,

1,457 out of 8,132 administrative cases, and 4,590 out of
21,091 labor cases in 2011.
Specifically mandated by RA 9262 (Anti-Violence Against
Women and their Children) to extend legal assistance to
women and their children who are victims of violence,
and RA 9344 (Juvenile Justice Welfare System Act) to
facilitate the release of minor offenders from jail, PAO
handled 80,968 cases involving women, and 17,367 cases
involving children in conflict with the law (CICL). Of the
cases involving women, 34,924 cases were terminated with
22,397 or 64.13% favorable dispositions. For CICL, 5,809
cases were terminated with 3,459 or 61.09% favorable
dispositions.
The PAO was instrumental in the unharmed and ransomfree release of four (4) Bureau of Jail Management and
Penology (BJMP) officials on 08 October 2011, who were
captured in the line of duty by the New People’s ArmySouthern Mindanao Operations Command.
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Corrections: Restorative Justice
Services Cluster

Corrections entail reparation and rehabilitation of convicted offenders as well as their reintegration into the
mainstream society.

Bureau of Corrections (BuCor)
MESSAGE
The early part of 2011 was quite tough. Many issues which have gone unnoticed for so long suddenly surfaced.
It unnecessarily placed the Department under siege by negative media reports. The latter half of the year was
focused on implementing reforms at BuCor upon the guidance of the Secretary. Reforms leaned towards the
realization that the problems were products of an almost neglected system. The perpetrators of malpractices
themselves were victims of the lingering misconception of public service. Hence, public attitude towards the
Inmates must change. Only then can BuCor fulfil expectations from society.
In line with the DOJ Strategic Development Plan, BuCor conscientiously embarked to examine critical
issues; prepare strategic plans; and revisit the events, patterns, and structures bearing on the Corrections
System. As we provide direct intervention on the necessities, midterm and long term plans were crafted.
These include pushing for the Modernization Bill; the Transfer of NBP and CIW-Mandaluyong; and
ultimately, the BuCor 2022 Road Map.
Indeed year 2011 was a year for visioning. As we work to rebuild the lives of our Inmates through reformation,
we also envision each BuCor employee to be selfless leaders — to lead by example, and to care for his flock
unperturbed by all the odds and challenges.
So huge are the tasks at hand; thus, we affirm our commitment to forward social change and “a Corrections
System that promotes a safer community, conforms to international standards, and represents exemplary
public service.”
Gaudencio S. Pangilinan (Sgd)
Director

T

he Bureau of Corrections ensures that offenders fully
serve their sentence and are rehabilitated while in
custody in preparation for their reintegration into society.
The Board of Pardons and Parole evaluates qualified
prisoners for the grant of parole and pardon or executive
clemency. The Parole and Probation Administration
supervises parolees and pardons convicts as well as those
granted probation by the courts. The aim is to help ensure

their proper reintegration and rehabilitation outside of
prison.
For over a century now, the BuCor continues to struggle
in coping with the challenges of modern penology. It is
continuously instituting reforms that seek to provide
better correctional services to inmates and reformation
programs that benefit not only the inmates but employees
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of BuCor as well.
In 2011, BuCor maintained a total of 36,242 prisoners,
distributed in its seven (7) prisons and penal farms out
of which, 4,259 were admitted in the said year, wherein
75% are categorized as first time offenders committed
directly from courts, and 25% as recidivists, or those who
were already released from the penitentiary but were
readmitted upon conviction of another crime.
Overall congestion rate in BuCor prison facilities is at
104%. To address the issue, BuCor is building costeffective additional dormitories at New Bilibid Prison
(NBP). It will also move the Maximum Security facility
of Leyte Regional Prison, now congested at 240%, to a
bigger space. Improvements at other colonies will follow.
Another initiative is the continuous classification of
inmates qualified for colony assignment. In 2011, a total of
1,335 inmates were transferred to less congested prison
facilities.
Improving Security Measures and Inmate Discipline

of a water tank at NBP Hospital, a water pump at NBP
maximum compound, and a water purifier at the medium
security compound.
The moral and spiritual program continues with different
religious organizations and civic volunteers, who were
encouraged to continue providing support services for
the spiritual needs of prisoners. In 2011, about 89% of the
prisoners have attended religious activities, a 6% increase
from the previous year.
The e-Dalaw project, a first in the BuCor’s history, is an
online video communication service provided to inmates,
who, because of distance and financial reasons were not
visited by their families. With this project, inmates were
able to talk to their loved ones through teleconferencing
by Internet access, which somehow helps them go through
the ordeal of confinement. Since it began on 15 October
2011, a total of 1,279 inmates availed of the e-Dalaw
services booth.

Security measures were upgraded at BuCor. K-9 sniffing
dogs have been acquired and used to deter drugs courier
in smuggling prohibited drugs inside prison facilities. The
use of electronic access cards for personnel entering the
prison premises is now implemented. Regular searching
operations were also intensified. All personnel and visitors
passing entry gates are monitored through closed circuit
television cameras.
In 2011, 679 operations were conducted confiscating a
total of 1,090 prohibited items such as illegal drugs, deadly
weapons, intoxicating liquor, cellular phones, etc.
Inmate discipline in the national penitentiaries has also
been intensified resulting to the filing of criminal cases
against fifty-eight (58) inmates while in custody. Escapee
rate also decreased from 0.19% to 0.14%.

The BuCor’s e-Dalaw project

Rehabilitating the Offenders
For 2011, the annual average expense per inmate was
computed at P19,836.00 or P1,563.00 per inmate
per month. This includes food, medicine, laundry soap,
T-shirts, mess kit, and other basic needs. To improve the
provision of inmates’ basic needs, BuCor reviewed its
catering service system.
The BuCor also undertook water and waste management
as priority projects. At of end of 2011, it completed
projects for water supply improvement: the installation
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1

2

(1) The “Balik-Probinsiya Program” is extended to indigent families of inmates who stay at the NBP Reservation without means of livelihood. BuCor provides
transportation expenses for these families for them to be able to go back to their place of origin.
(2) DOJ Fact-Finding Committee conducts a marathon probe on the case of former Batangas Governor Antonio Leviste on May 23, 2011 at the New Bilibid
Prison (NBP) in Muntinlupa City

Board of Pardons and Parole

F

disposition rate. 263 out of 345 infraction reports and 381
out of 394 requests for transfer of residence were also
acted upon during the period.

BPP also responded to 1,770 out of 1,812 total reports
for Final Release and Discharge, attaining a 97.68%

For 2012, BPP plans to increase the disposition of
prisoners’ carpetas to release more qualified prisoners
and to save on government expenses for prisoner
maintenance. Penal colony and jail visits will also continue
as part of the Jail Decongestion Program to facilitate the
early release of qualified prisoners and their reintegration
into the mainstream society.

rom January to December 2011, the DOJBoard of Pardons and Parole (BPP) posted an
84.60% disposition rate for cases involving parole and
recommendations for executive clemency. Out of the
total 6,824 carpetas for disposition, 5,771 cases were
acted upon, that is, either resolutions were issued for
parole and executive clemency or carpetas were returned
for being premature.
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Parole and Probation Administration
MESSAGE
Any official or employee desires to be part of an institution that has the capability to grow, prosper and
thrive in a challenging environment. The DOJ has faced a lot of challenges from the government and private
sector for the year 2011, but its capability bespeaks of how flexible the organization is, as well as its inherent
ability to adjust to whatever situation it finds itself. The response to President Benigno S. Aquino III’s call
for a cleaner, more honest, more just and more dynamic government for the Filipinos requires the presence
of officials and employees from the Department of Justice and its attached agencies to exhibit efficient
leadership. In this context, leadership does not only pertain to the formal and exalted positions of power,
rather it speaks of taking actions that will bring forth positive change through the process of influencing
and mobilizing the society. This is the leadership that starts with inward qualities and manifested in outward
actions and commitments for a less corrupt, more productive, peaceful and orderly Philippines.
To support the Department of Justice Development Plan for 2012-2016, a Memorandum of Agreement
was made and entered between the Parole and Probation Administration, through the Community Services
Division and the Block Rosary Crusade of the Our Lady of Fatima Parish for the construction of the Halfway
House, Livelihood and Skills Training Center in Region VI. This is a pioneering effort of the Agency to build
a center that will serve as a venue for shaping the character of our clients and promote their development as
integral persons.
PPA underwent a major change in its adoption of a new agency seal which was finalized in a series of
executive conferences attended by all Regional and Assistant Regional Directors, depicting significant
changes in the Agency over its 35 years of existence. A new official slogan was also conceptualized,
“Redeeming Lives. . . . Restoring Relationships,” reflective of the Restorative Justice goal of requiring
offenders to take responsibility for their actions and for the harm they have caused and focus on repairing
and healing.
As an Agency responsible for the administration of justice and for ensuring that justice system is effective,
fair and accessible, DOJ and its attached agencies play important roles in implementing and enforcing justice
by being service providers dispensing information and services to other government departments, the public
and private sector through this DOJ Annual Report.
My fellow Administrators and Heads of Offices, let us not miss the chance of moving onward towards greater
responsibilities, with the end in view of developing a new culture of leadership in line with the DOJ Road Map
Vision of tuwid na daan.
Manuel G. Co, CESO II (Sgd)
Administrator

T

rue to its mandate to conserve and redeem convicted
offenders and prisoners who are under the probation and
parole system, the Parole and Probation Administration
(PPA) has effectively administered its rehabilitation
program through its community-based three-pronged
approach. Restorative Justice as its philosophical
foundation, Therapeutic Community as the treatment
modality, and Volunteer Probation Aides as lead
community resource.

Restorative Justice (RJ) is a philosophy and a process
whereby stakeholders in a specific offense resolve
collectively how to deal with the aftermath of the offense
and its implications for the future. For 2011, RJ program
has involved 1,557 clients for mediation, 5,079 for
conferencing, 495 for Circle of Support and 2,089 for
other processes including indigenous practices of settling
disputes.
As such, PPA facilitated the payment or remittance of
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civil liabilities to 994 victims or heirs of victims the amount
of P5.08 million. In like manner, 19,281 clients were
actively involved in community services and environmental
protection such as tree planting and reforestation
activities.
Measures for Rehabilitation
Therapeutic Community (TC) is a self-help social learning
treatment model used in the rehabilitation of drug
offenders and other clients with behavioral problems.
In 2011, 11,135 clients gained additional income through
involvement in vocational trainings and other livelihood
activities. In addition, 19,143 clients participated in social
and moral reformation activity, while 16,051 clients were
counseled – from “wrong living to right living”.

Administrator Manuel G. Co held a dialogue with representatives
from LRA, DPWH, DDB, PDEA, NEA, NIA, BIR, NAPOCOR,
NPO, Quezon City Central Post Office, and Barangay Pinyahan
regarding clearing operations in the government center area in
Quezon City.

PPA is also providing technical assistance to jails under
the supervision of BJMP and provincial jails, rehabilitation
center for drug dependents and children in conflict
with the law managed by DSWD or NGOs, through
the conduct of TC sessions among its clients and train
personnel to mainstream implementation.
The Volunteer Probation Aide (VPA) Program, which
commenced on October 11, 2005 with the issuance of
Executive No. 468, is a strategy by which the PPA may
be able to generate maximum citizen participation or
community involvement. Citizens of good standing in the
community may volunteer to assist the Probation and
Parole Officers (PPO) in the supervision of probationers,
parolees and conditional pardonees in their respective
communities.
In collaboration with the PPO, VPA helps pave the way
for the healing of the offender, victim, and community
from the harm resulting from the crime done. For the
year, 4,780 or 37% of the total number of VPAs were
employed to support rehabilitation programs and activities
of field offices.
From 1978 to 2011, the probation and parole system have
saved the government a total of P6.29 billion in terms of
prisoners’ maintenance, an average of P389.17 million for
the last 10 years and a total P281.33 million for CY 2011
alone.
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Legal Services Cluster

Legal Services include providing legal services to the government, its corporations and the public and ensure that
contracts entered into by the government are consistent with international instruments and existing laws and are not
disadvantageous to the government and the general public. Special protection through legal assistance to certain
vulnerable groups, like victims of crimes, particularly women and children, are among the DOJ’s focus pursuant to
legislative mandates of protecting their rights. These are manifested in the key roles of the DOJ in interagency councils
created to implement the laws to protect children, trafficking victims and the vulnerable sectors.
The Legal Staff and the Office of the Solicitor General serve as the government’s legal counsel while the Office of the
Government Corporate Counsel acts as the legal counsel of government-owned and controlled corporations. The Public
Attorney’s Office extends free legal services to indigents, the Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution promotes and
expands the use of alternative dispute resolution, and the Presidential Commission on Good Government acts as the legal
arm of the government in the recovery of the Marcos ill-gotten wealth.

DOJ Legal Staff

F

or CY 2011, the Legal Staff rendered, upon request
of national government functionaries, including the
Office of the President, various legislative committees,
as well as officials of the DOJ, 228 opinions, memoranda,
comments, and legal studies on difficult questions of law
attending the performance of their respective functions,
which opinions have economic, social and political
implications.
The Legal Staff also prepared 15,869 decisions, orders, and
resolutions in aid of the Secretary of Justice’s exercise of
authority; 107 replies and/or legal advice at the instance

of private parties and minor government officials and
employees and 2,026 legal studies as well as working
drafts for ad hoc bodies or committees representing the
Secretary of Justice.
The Secretary forges a
partnership with the Department
of Trade and Industry (DTI)
and the Japanese International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) for
“Project on Capability Building
for a Comprehensive National
Competition Policy.

Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution

T

he Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution (OADR)
is a newly created office, attached to the DOJ, by
virtue of Republic Act No. 9285, otherwise known as the
“Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 2004”.
The OADR is tasked, among others, to promote, develop
and expand the use of alternative dispute resolution

(ADR) by formulating training standards and establishing
training programs for ADR providers and practitioners in
both the public and private sectors; develop, implement,
monitor, and evaluate all government ADR programs;
provide certification and accreditation to those who
have successfully completed the regular professional
training programs provided by the office; and recommend
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to Congress needful statutory changes to develop,
strengthen and improve ADR practices in accordance with
world standards (Sec. 49, ADR Act of 2004).

» Seminar and internship in mediation project for the
NPS in August 2011, through the support of the
Conflict Resolution Group (CoRe) and the AusAid;

The Implementing Rules and Regulations of RA 9285
was launched on 27 January 2010. Following this, the 1st
National Consultative Conference on the Status of ADR
in the Philippines was held on 28 July 2010, which was
attended by luminaries in alternative dispute resolution
practice from private and government sectors.

» “ADR and the DAR Dispute Process Seminar”,
which anchored on developing the mediation skills of
Department of Agrarian Reform officials;

Presently, OADR is manned by a designated team of DOJ
state counsels and personnel, under the auspices of an
Undersecretary-in-charge, and guidance of the Secretary
of Justice.
The steady progress of ADR practice in the Philippines
and the establishment of the OADR have given rise to
partnerships which envision the emergence of a conflictfree environment through efforts in strengthening dispute
resolution competence in the country.
In 2011, OADR conducted the following trainings:
» Last leg of the pilot trainings on “Restorative Justice
and the Katarungang Pambarangay System” in January
2011 with the Asian Development Bank;

» Assisted the Cooperative Development Authority in
holding its “Seminar on Arbitration of Cooperative
Disputes”, in September 2011; and
» Skills training on mediation for the members of
Lupong Tagapamayapa held last October in Cavite.
The OADR has achieved increased consciousness on
dispute resolution mechanisms in Asia by its participation
in the “Conference on Alternative Dispute Resolution
in Asia” held in September 2011 in Hong Kong. Further,
efforts of the Philippines towards the development of
ADR in the country have been globally acknowledged
through its participation in the “International Congress
on Mediation – Restorative Justice” in Lisbon, Portugal
in October 2011. The establishment of the OADR had
been received by the international ADR community as a
significant leap for the Philippines in the field of ADR.

Office for Competition

F

ollowing the President’s issuance of Executive
Order No. 45 “Designating the Department of
Justice as the Competition Authority” on June 09,
2011, the Secretary of Justice issued Department
Order No. 844 constituting the Office for Competition
(OFC). Its mandate is to investigate all cases involving
violations of competition laws and prosecute violators to
prevent, restrain and punish monopolization, cartels and
combinations in restraint of trade.
Since the issuance of EO 45, the country has gained
international recognition. Being the country’s first
Competition Authority, the ASEAN Secretariat and
ASEAN Experts Group on Competition in Indonesia
have welcomed the OFC as the newest member. This
opened up opportunities for OFC’s participation in
capacity-building activities and establishing networks with
international competition experts. In 2011, eleven (11)
international conferences and two (2) local seminars were

attended and participated by the OFC. As the DOJ’s
newest functional responsibility, it has stepped up efforts
to advocate the existing anti-trust laws and policies, and
clarify its role and powers.
In 2011, the OFC, through the National Prosecution
Service, filed its first cartel case against the LPG
Marketers Association for alleged price fixing. Additionally,
the OFC has docketed and is currently assessing six
(6) competition cases. In 2012, OFC is expected to
spearhead the conduct of in-country training program on
competition policy.
Asst. Secretary Geronimo L. Sy
(standing) during the partners’
forum
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Office of the Solicitor General
MESSAGE
On behalf of the Office of the Solicitor General (OSG), I am pleased to present the OSG’s 2011
Accomplishment Report, which highlights the major achievements and reforms of the Office for the past
year and outlines its plans for the years to come. It has been a formidable year, but as this account will show,
the OSG bravely pressed on and triumphed over some of the greatest challenges the office has faced in
recent history.
In the past year alone, the OSG fearlessly represented the Republic in several complex and controversial
cases. Among these are cases involving the Government’s intervention in the Garcia plea bargain deal and the
constitutionality of the Truth Commission. Our commitment to the vision of a Daang Matuwid has kept us
steadfast and true to our noble task. Indeed, our unwavering dedication to justice and integrity in government
enables us to take up the cause of government day after day, no matter what hurdles lie in our way.
It has also been a year of significant institutional reforms and capacity-building projects. As the chief advocate
of the State and of the People, the Office actively seeks out partnerships, programs, and trainings to develop
the skills of our lawyers and employees. With the welfare of the Republic at stake, it is but right for the OSG
to be a vanguard of excellence and diligence in all its endeavors.
I wish to extend my warmest thanks to everyone who has tirelessly supported the OSG throughout the years.
It is our hope that the Office remains worthy of your trust and confidence in the years ahead.
Jose Anselmo I. Cadiz (Sgd)
Solicitor General

T

he Office of the Solicitor General (OSG) has always
believed in the power of the law and the legal practice
to shape the future of the nation. Thus, the past year has
seen the OSG go through both revolutionary reforms and
groundbreaking legal action reaching greater heights and
going to greater lengths.
In, the number of OSG cases resolved by the various
courts was 26,001. This represents a 32% improvement
from the last year’s cases resolved, which was only 19,738,
an increase against 21,712, the 2011 target.
At the end of 2011, OSG rendered 75,765 legal services
(pleadings filed, instructions sent to prosecutors and
official communications sent) to its various clients (courts,
government agencies, public). This represents a 34%
increase from 2010. It also surpassed the target set, which
was 59,317.
The Solicitor General Chairs the Special Committee
on Naturalization (SCN) created pursuant to RA 9139
or the Administrative Naturalization Law of 2000. The

SCN is primarily responsible for approval and/or denial of
applications for naturalization. From 2001 to 2011, the
SCN received 495 applications for naturalization. Out of
this total, 389 applicants have been approved and took
their oath as naturalized Filipino citizens.
The OSG handles cases to help the government remove
legal obstacles that may impede its development agenda.
Some of these cases involve questions on the legality or
constitutionality of the actions of the President or other
government agencies before the Supreme Court, i.e.,
the constitutionality of EO No. 2 dismissing midnight
appointees.
In 2011, the OSG prepared a report entitled “2010
Statistics on Nullity and Annulment of Marriage Cases”. It
showed that the cases on the annulment of marriage in the
Philippines grew by more than 40% in the past ten years.
The number of cases filed reached 8,283 in 2010, up from
4,520 in 2001. CY 2010 had the most number of nullity
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cases filed, with an average of twenty-two (22) cases
filed everyday. The report is now being used by media
institutions and the religious sector in different public fora,
which has helped to educate the public on the matter.
In relation to the full implementation of the OSG Reform
Law (RA 9417), the OSG has entered into a few notable
partnerships and has made several acquisitions which
ensure that the needs of its employees are addressed.
Within the first quarter of 2011, the OSG secured four (4)
air-conditioned bus units that primarily serve employees
who reside in areas outside Makati City. The P1.7 billionOSG Building project is also on its way. An initial amount
of P40 million was included in the OSG’s FY 2012 budget
to fund the project’s preparatory work. In addition, OSG
employees are now accorded better medical benefits.
The OSG Solicitors’ Manual, a comprehensive hand book
for OSG lawyers to enable them to perform their duties
with excellence and proficiency, and the OSG Lawyers’
Directory, to create efficiency in communications among
OSG legal divisions and services as well as between OSG
and client agencies, were launched.
Since its inception in 2008, the OSG Legal Internship
Program has offered students from the best law schools a
comprehensive training and exposure course unmatched
by any other internship program in the country. An
increased fund allocation was approved for the ensured
continuation of the program. In 2011, sixty-four (64) legal
interns were accepted to the program.

2

1

3

(1) Prof. Jeff Waincymer conducts a Special Problem-Based Approaches to
International Economic Law Workshop to OSG lawyers on July 6, 2011 at
the Padilla Hall, OSG Building, Makati City.
(2) Interns under the OSG Legal Internship Program conducting legal
counselling at the New Bilibid Prisons, Muntinlupa City.
(3) OSG lawyers attending the workshop-seminar entitled, “Representing
State Parties in International Disputes: Substantive Law and Procedural
Rules at the ICJ, ICSID and the WTO,” on October 10-14, 2011 at the
Malcolm Hall, UP College of Law.

Public Attorney’s Office (Legal Services)

O

n scheduled duties, the public attorneys and staff
of the PAO-Central Office have alternately
been providing legal counseling and inquest proceedings
assistance even during nighttime, weekends and holidays.
From January to December 2011, a total of 14,681
clients benefited from this service consisting of inquest
assistance, legal advice or counseling, and documentation.
PAO renders mediation and conciliation services as part
of its quasi-judicial function. In 2011, it handled 374,880
cases for mediation and conciliation and resolved 262,675
disputes. Likewise, in its barangay outreach activities, PAO
assisted 177,225 clients.

Major Accomplishments
» Mediation conducted between thirteen (13) victims
of plane crash in Las Piñas City and Victoria Air Inc.,
which resulted to the payment of P10,000 by the
owner to each of the victims on 18 February 2011.
» Provision of legal assistance to alleviate the plight
of the victims of typhoon Sendong by putting up
legal aid units at the evacuation centers. A total of
1,844 victims were given legal assistance and 3,967
documents were made relative to the legal services
provided to the said victims.
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Office of the Government Corporate Counsel
MESSAGE
As statutory counsel of government corporations, the OGCC has steadfastly performed its mandate and
initiated practical innovations in 2011. It achieved a zero backlog in opinion and contract review, launched its
Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations, forged closer and better ties with client corporations, dismissed
an erring lawyer, organized a general assembly as well as a year-end forum of lawyers in the GOCC sector,
and spearheaded MCLE programs for GOCC lawyers.
All these were accomplished while the handled cases and arbitration proceedings were zealously pursued, and
while several major government contracts previously executed in violation of existing laws were judiciously
struck down through various reviews and opinions.
In all, 2011 saw the fruits of OGCC’s modest reforms under its ABC Formula – Able Lawyers, Better Service
and Clearer Rules – the same formula that continues to guide this Office as it fulfills its mandate as the
premiere law firm of government corporations.
When Graphic Magazine conferred the title “Man of the Year” (2010) to Secretary Leila De Lima, it
declared – “to say that 2011 is going to be an action packed year is an understatement.” Indeed, 2011 has
been productive and “action packed” for the Department and its attached and constituent agencies. And this
Annual Report confirms this.
Raoul C. Creencia (Sgd)
Government Corporate Counsel

T

he year 2011 has been both challenging and productive
for the Office of the Government Corporate Counsel
(OGCC). By relentlessly pursuing its goals through
its ABC Formula for reforms – Able Lawyers, Better
Service, and Clearer Rules, the OGCC posted remarkable
improvements in the delivery of its services to client
corporations.

respectively. Compared to 2010, an improvement of 14%
and 4.5% increase, respectively, was noted.

In 2011, OGCC released a total of 357 opinions, 399
contract reviews, 1,724 pleadings, 1,399 letters and 166
orders, while its lawyers attended a total of 1,635 hearings.

As of January 2011, the OGCC had a carry-over of
3,256 cases from 2010. From January to December
2011, 464 new cases were referred for handling, in
which 133 cases were terminated. As of the end of 2011,
OGCC had 3,586 active cases, or a 9% increase from
2010. Excluded in this 3,586 cases are set of cases
handled by deputized private lawyers supervised and
monitored by the OGCC.

For opinions and contract reviews, OGCC follows a
timeline of 28 calendar days within which to release them,
reckoned from the time the request is received by the
Office. Although initiated in 2009, it was only in 2010
when a full-year assessment of the compliance with this
self-imposed timeline was made.

From one hundred one (101) backlogs inherited by the
current Government Corporate Counsel (GCC) when
he assumed office in November 2010, zero-backlog was
achieved on 08 February 2011. With the attainment of a
zero-backlog, the OGCC now implements a continuing
zero-backlog policy.

The 357 legal opinions and 399 contract reviews rendered
in 2011 posted a compliance rating of 46% and 68%,

Dutifully performing its role as legal counsel, the OGCC
has also scored the following achievements in assisting
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Challenges

clients in their needs, thus:
» Successfully collected PNOC-EC’s claim in an
arbitration case in Singapore;
» Timely and creatively crafted a legal solution to
the impasse between the Bases Conversion and
Development Authority and MVP group regarding
the SCTEX concession; and
» Provided support and advice as new boards and
officers went through sensitive transition periods,
specially in IBC 13, Philippine National Construction
Corporation, Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage
System, John Hay Management Corporation, and
Local Water Utilities Authority.
The 2011 OGCC Rules and Regulations were launched.
It is an updated set of guidelines for client corporations,
which intend to further rationalize the role of the OGCC,
the procedures to follow when referring cases and other
request for services, as well as expanded the scope and
process of arbitration among clients.
Active membership in the Criminal Code Committee
created to recodify penal laws to ensure consistency and
coherence.

1

2

The main challenge of the OGCC is to competently,
efficiently, expeditiously, and cost-effectively provide legal
and other services to all government-owned and controlled
corporations, and to effectively supervise the legal units of
these corporations. Performing this mandate of protecting
the government corporations’ legal interests, given its
portfolio of about US$141 billion, is a huge challenge
vis-à-vis the appallingly low OGCC lawyer-government
corporation ratio.
The number of client corporations continues to grow
because of the renewed trust and confidence of
government corporations in the OGCC, which result
to more request for legal services. To address the issue,
OGCC is pursuing the updating of its Charter to meet
the growing needs for services. Parallel to this, a request
for additional plantilla positions was also made to the
Department of Budget and Management.
In the meantime, while no additional personnel has been
authorized, capacity-building lectures and periodic inhouse training for lawyers and administrative support
staff are held to better equip them and keep the current
organization prepared for more work.

3

(1) Consistent with his ABC formula, Government Corporate Counsel (GCC) Creencia spearheads lawyers’ training to improve the quality of service rendered
by OGCC lawyers to its client corporations.
(2) Assistant Secretary Geronimo L. Sy (left) and Government Corporate Counsel Raoul C. Creencia during the 1st National Criminal Justice Summit in
December 2012.
(3) GCC Creencia organized a Year-End Forum on Good Governance to benefit the more than 150 lawyers and officers of the various government
corporations. In the same occasion, the 2011 OGCC Rules and Regulations was explained and distributed to client corporations.
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Presidential Commission on Good Government
MESSAGE
The Philippine experience during martial rule is a testament to the social costs and consequences of corruption:
of how it weakens our institutions, undermines the rule of law, and tarnishes our collective soul. The efforts first
laid in 1986 through the creation of the Presidential Commission on Good Government were an initial attempt to
right the wrongs. Twenty five years later, it is as though we are starting anew.
The fight against corruption and the duty to prevent it must be institutionalized and complemented with concrete
actions that promote good governance by and among our nation’s stakeholders, a call to action that must resonate
with our post-EDSA youth who must take on these challenges as their own. Indeed, the efforts relating to this
fight had waxed and waned through various administrations, in disjointed episodes, rather than through a unified
and coherent national program of action. We will never realize the good government that we deserve: until we
understand that we have been deficient in comprehending the excesses of that chapter in our past.
We owe it to our country and her people to see to it that we all give back, through responsible and active
citizen participation: in this administration’s anti-corruption program of action and our individual and personal
commitments to walk that straight path.
Panatiliing buhay ang diwa ng pagiging Pilipino!
Andres D. Bautista (Sgd)
Chairman

F

ollowing the abolition of the Presidential AntiGraft Commission and the recent Supreme Court
decision on the Philippine Truth Commission of 2010, the
Presidential Commission on Good Government (PCGG)
is the executive branch’s sole anti-corruption agency.

3. Disposition of surrendered assets, the proceeds of
which are to be deposited with the Bureau of Treasury,
in trust for the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform
Program (CARP); and

The PCGG was created through EO No. 1 of then
President Corazon C. Aquino on February 28, 1986. Its
primary mandate is to assist the President in the recovery
of ill-gotten wealth of former President Ferdinand E.
Marcos, his immediate family, relatives, subordinates and
close associates, whether here or abroad, investigation
of corruption cases as the President may assign, and the
adoption of safeguards to ensure that the aforementioned
practices shall not be repeated, and the institution of
adequate measures to prevent corruption.

In 2011, the PCGG remitted to the Bureau of Treasury
(BTr) the amount of P193,320,000, representing
remittances from Independent Realty Corporation (IRC),
for credit to the account of the Agrarian Reform Fund
(ARF), Fund 158 of CARP.

The PCGG’s task involves four (4) major functions:
1.

Prosecution and litigation of cases involving the
recovery of ill-gotten wealth in the Philippines and
abroad;

2. Preservation, administration and management of
assets to prevent their dissipation;

4. Continuing identification, investigation and conduct of
research of ill-gotten wealth, both domestic and abroad.

Likewise, the Commission requested the BTr for the
withdrawal of the various escrow account deposits of
PCGG that are not subject of any pending litigation,
for credit to the same account of CARP, amounting to
P88,728,929.35. All in all, PCGG’s contribution to CARP
for 2011 amounted to P287,353,673.52.
From 1987 to December 31, 2011, PCGG’s cash
remittances to CARP amounted to P86.3 billion.
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Land Registration Authority
MESSAGE
My warmest greetings to all my fellow civil servants in the Land Registration Authority (LRA) as we reach
another milestone, the commemoration of our agency’s 109th Founding Anniversary.
A few years back, LRA embarked on a revolutionary journey that proposed to enhance the quality of services we
provide to the public by integrating information technology (IT) as a key strategy in the implementation of the
land titling system in the Philippines, not only as a significant source of revenue for the government, but most
importantly, to augment the integrity of the Torrens System.
All the unrelenting hard work from each of the 1,975-strong LRA workforce has brought us to where we are
today, the final phase of the Land Titling Computerization Project (LTCP), with one hundred ten (110) Registries
of Deeds (RDs) all over the country already using the automated PHILARIS system. This endeavor facilitated a
shift from a paper-based (manual) to a stated-of-the-art automated system, thereby guaranteeing a quick and
secure registration of land titles.
Eulalio C. Diaz III (Sgd)
Administrator

I

n consonance with the commitment of the President
towards good governance, the Land Registration
Authority (LRA) has implemented major reform programs
and has achieved significant accomplishments in 2011,
highlighted by the Land Titling Computerization Program
(LTCP) and its intensified drive against fake land titles. The
LTCP was developed to preserve the stability and integrity
of land ownership and maintain the trust and confidence of
the public in the Torrens System.
The LTCP enables the quick and secure registration
of land titles in the country through the application of
state-of the-art information technology, which aims to
move from a manual system to a largely paperless one. It
also aims to prevent the issuance of dubious, double and
overlapping titles, and protect titles from loss due to fire,
theft, natural disasters, and the normal ravages of time
using security-tested document imaging technology. With
the full implementation of the project, the LRA expects a
decrease in registrants’ dissatisfaction.
The LRA’s second major reform initiative is the intensified
nationwide campaign against the proliferation of fraudulent
certifcates of title. To combat syndicates nationwide,
the Task Force Titulong Malinis (TFTM) was created in
accordance with and cooperation of the OSG in the filing
of cancellation proceedings of titles investigated upon as
fake, spurious, or fraudulently issued.

In 2011, TFTM had forty-five (45) cases with approved
reports and seventy-six (76) fake and/or spurious titles
investigated. Out of this, fifty-eight (58) cases were
forwarded to NBI, one (1) to OSG, and three (3) to the
Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR). As of the end of
2011, 256 fake land titles were confiscated and are now
under investigation.
In 2011, 114 of the 164 Offices of the Register of Deeds
of the LRA have implemented the LTCP. As of the end of
2011, around 20 million land titles have been digitized.
In the same year, it has remarkably increased its 2011
income generation target by 62%. LRA collected P4.56
billion in revenue, a more than P1.74 billion excess over
target compared to last year’s P4.25 billion.

1

2

(1) DOJ Usec Leah Armamento made a brief visit to the Land Registration
Systems, Inc. office on 06 June 2011. She was escorted by LRA Dep. Adm.
Ronald Ortile, Law Division Chief Robert Nomar Leyretana, Actg. RDMakati Raymond Ramos and APMD Dir. Rosalinda Alonzo.
(2) DOJ MANCOM Meeting on 05 September 2011, LRA Building, East
Avenue corner NIA Road, Diliman, Quezon City
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Special Protection Cluster
Victims Compensation Program (VCP)

T

he Victims Compensation Program (VCP) of the
DOJ, administered by the Board of Claims provides
a certain amount of monetary compensation to victims of
unjust imprisonment or detention and victims who suffered
injustice from government and lawlessness in society.

From January to December 2011, VCP had a total of
2,907 applications for disposition, wherein 2,410 were
acted upon while 497 are still under process at the end of
the period, having a disposition rate of 82.90%. A total
of 2,019 victims of violent crimes were granted monetary
compensation by the VCP.

Committee for the Special Protection of Children (CSPC)

T

he Committee for the Special Protection of Children
(CSPC) was first created under EO No. 271 in 1995
to ensure the effective implementation of RA 7610
otherwise known as the Anti-Child Abuse, Exploitation
and Discrimination Act. On 11 August 2011, the President
issued Executive Order No. 53 strengthening the CSPC.
The thrust of EO No. 53 is to give “prime importance to
law enforcement as a crucial component in the overall
approach to child protection”.

1.

It stresses “the need to intensify efforts on timely and
adequate investigation and prosecution of violations of
the rights of children as well as provide protection and
assistance to children victims throughout the legal and
judicial process.

4. Development of a Multi-Stakeholders’ Protocol in
Handling Cases of Children Victims of Abuse and
Exploitation;

It is the CSPC’s mission to ensure that Filipino children
are provided legal protection within a child sensitive justice
system.

6. Capacity Building for Prosecutors.

Anchored on the principles of providing legal protection
for Filipino children, the CSPC has embarked on the
following programs and projects:

Review and updating of the Comprehensive Program
for the Protection of Children (CPCP), 2011-2016;

2. Strengthening the Committee for the Special
Protection of Children;
3. Local implementation of the CPCP and establishing
local models for areas with the child protection
programs;

5. Conduct of Media Forum with Advertisers; and

The CSPC, in partnership with the JJWC, conducted two
(2) trainings in handling children as victims of abuse and as
offenders to around eighty (80) family court prosecutors
in NCR, Regions 1 to 4.

Centers of Hope for the Child in Conflict with the Law

F

urthermore, in partnership with the provincial
government, the construction of the Bahay Pagasa in Claveria, Misamis Oriental, which is intended to
cater disadvantaged children and CICLs is now on its

way to completion. As of December 2011, 80% of the
construction has been completed. The facility is intended
to cater children not only of the host province but also
from nearby provinces of Region 10.
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Jail Visitation and Decongestion Program

T

he DOJ, through the Corrections Cluster,
continuously commits to sustain the Jail Visitation
and Decongestion Program. Initially launched in 1993
to relieve the overcrowding of the country’s jails and to
alleviate misery among inmates who live in subhuman
conditions, the program has reinvented its services with
the addition of medical, dental, and optical missions.
The Legal and Medical Program of PAO provided for
3,332 legal assistance, 5,100 medical assistance, and 521
dental assistance, to inmates nationwide. PAO has also
facilitated the release of 5,179 inmates, through the Jail
Visitation and Decongestion Program.

On 19-22 October 2011, the BPP Members visited the
Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm of the BuCor at Puerto
Princesa City, Palawan. 786 inmates were interviewed
by the Board Members for possible grant of parole and
recommendation for executive clemency.
New Bilibid Prison inmates
during regular head count or
“tarima” in prison terminology

Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking

M

andated to formulate, promulgate, initiate,
coordinate, and monitor policies, programs,
projects, activities and other courses of action that will
prevent and control trafficking in persons (TIP) as well as
monitor or coordinate the implementation of RA 9208,
the Inter-Agency Council Against Trafficking (IACAT)
has, on record, a total of sixty (60) convictions involving
sixty-five (65) persons as of 19 December 2011. Of this,
thirty-one (31) convictions involving thirty-five (35)
persons were obtained during the Aquino Administration.
In addition, the following programs and activities, among
others, have been recently instituted or conducted to
address trafficking in persons in the country:
1.

Creation of the IACAT Operations Center;

2. Support for the TIP Conference Workshop for
Regional Directors of DOLE;
3. Implementation of an intensified awareness
campaign covering almost 70% of the country,
through the Advocacy and Communications
Committee and other agencies;

6. Hosted and supported the 2nd ASEAN Expert’s
Meeting to study the feasibility of developing the
ASEAN Convention on TIP; and
7. Implemented the IACAT TV Project, a show which
is aired in closed circuit TV networks installed in
IACAT-member agencies, dealing directly with
possible victims.
Through the efforts of all the member-agencies of the
IACAT, the Philippines was able to obtain its delisting
from the Tier 2 Watch List, as reported in the United
States Department of State Trafficking in Persons
Report. The US State Department also conferred upon
Zamboanga Assistant City Prosecutor Darlene Pajarito
the Global Trafficking in Persons’ Hero Award.
MOA signing
between IACAT and
IJM at DOJ Multipurpose Hall on
April 20, 2011.

4. Supported the 10-day training or capacity building
for 1,000 PNP-WCPD investigators nationwide;
5. Provided for a permanent IACAT office at NAIA
Terminal 3;
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Special Task Force to Address Extralegal Killings and Enforced Disappearances

T

he DOJ, together with the National Bureau of
Investigation, Philippine National Police, and the
Armed Forces of the Philippines, led the drafting of
the Operational Guidelines in Evidence Gathering,
Investigation and Case Build-up, Inquest and Preliminary
Investigation, and trial of cases of political and media
killings. Government agencies and NGOs are currently
forging a mechanism where politically motivated
killings, killings perpetrated by state agents, enforced
disappearances, and torture are monitored through the
National Monitoring Mechanism (NMM).
The DOJ is proposing for the issuance of an
administrative order creating a Presidential Committee
for the Prevention and Investigation of Extralegal
Killings, Harassment, Intimidation, Torture, and Enforced

Disappearance to stregthen cooperation and coordination
between government and other sectors of society.
The Supreme Court granted the prayer of government
prosecutors for the exemption of Br. 221 from the raffle
or assignment of new cases and its designation as a
“special court” to exclusively hear cases relative to the
Maguindanao massacre.
Criminal charges against General Jovito Palparan is
currently being investigated for rape, physical injuries,
arbitrary detention and violation of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel Crimes,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.

Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council (JJWC)

T

he Juvenile Justice and Welfare Council (JJWC)
is developing a Comprehensive National Juvenile
Intervention Program (CNJIP) to realize the objectives
of the law on juvenile intervention and delinquency
prevention.
To gather input, and enjoin the participation of the
various stakeholders and partners in developing the
national program, multi-sectoral workshops and forums
were conducted by the JJWC in 2011. Likewise, in 2011,
the Department of Education drafted the Guidelines
and Procedures in Implementing Juvenile Delinquency
Prevention Program and the Creation of Juvenile
Intervention and Delinquency Prevention Units in
School, which have the following objectives:
» Work with families, community organizations and
agencies in the prevention of juvenile delinquency
and in the rehabilitation and reintegration of children
in conflict with the law (CICL); and
» Provide adequate, necessary, and individualized
educational schemes for children who are manifesting
difficult behavior and are in conflict with the law.

In 2011, six (6) years after the passage of RA 9344
(Juvenile Justice and Welfare Act of 2006) the JJWC
faced a challenge when the public was caught with
news on how CICL allegedly contribute to the rise of
criminality due to the apparently high minimum age of
criminal responsibility set by the law. Reports on cases
of CICL, often accompanied by alarmist commentary,
circulated in the media while providing inaccurate
information on the contents of the law. This situation
intensified anew the clamor of groups to amend and/or
suspend the implementation of the law.
The JJWC responded by conducting advocacy activities
that call for the full implementation of the law by
popularizing basic provisions of RA 9344 through
media forums, use of tri-media, and consultation with
stakeholders.
Task Force Hamog Area was also organized by the
Department of the Interior and Local Government, which
main objective was to respond to the issues of children
tagged as batang hamog and other children at risk, i.e.,
street children. The task force has two (2) main functions:
investigation of cases, and outreach to children, including
referral of cases to service providers.
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Forums and information campaigns on the
implementation of Juvenile Justice Act were conducted
in 2011. These include:
» Media Advocacy Forum entitled “An Engagement
with the Media: Understanding Children in Conflict
with the Law” on 14 October 2011;
» Orientation for media practitioners entitled
“Children and Media – Responsible Communication,
Regulation, and Self Regulation”;
» Inter-Agency Advisory Committee on Child Friendly
Local Governance meeting; and
» Various radio and television program guestings.
From January to December 2011, the JJWC, in
partnership with government agencies, partner NGOs
and LGUs, was able to conduct seven (7) capacity
building activities.
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DOJ Action Center (DOJAC)

A

t the forefront of the services of the DOJ is an
Action Center, which was set up primarily to
provide free legal assistance to the people especially the
marginalized sector. The DOJAC assists in the speedy
resolution or action of problems these groups encounter
with DOJ offices and agencies or any other government
office. Walk-in clients and callers can talk to a lawyer or
paralegal officer for needed assistance.
In 2011, DOJAC at the DOJ central office extended
various legal assistance or services to 9,913 clients. The
nature of the client’s requests and complaints ranged from
legal advice to solutions of problems involving land titles,
follow-up on various cases, financial claims, and others.

The Department of Justice Action Center (DOJAC) extends legal
assistance to walk-in clients

DOJACs in the regional and provincial offices have
assisted or served provincial clients from January to
December 2010.

Justice System Infrastructure Program

A

s of December 2011, the Justice System
Infrastructure Program (JUSIP) completed 301
new buildings, repaired, renovated, or rehabilitated 46
halls of justice and completed 43 other development
and improvement projects nationwide. To date, JUSIP
has eleven (11) ongoing projects in various stages of
construction, and six (6) projects still for implementation.

Housing Project

T

he DOJ Housing project started in 1991, opening 102
hectares of land area in the BuCor NBP compound
in Muntinlupa City, which provided housing privileges to
employees of the DOJ including its attached agencies,
LGus of Muntinlupa City, and other government agencies.
It is now named the Katarungan Village I with 4,500 units
awarded to beneficiaries.
A decade after the first housing project, DOJ opened
another 2.4 hectares land area, now named Katarungan
Village II (KV2), also in the NBP compound, with 367
units awarded to beneficiaries. An additional 1.2 hectares

extension of KV2 is now being developed with 130
additional housing units.
The most recent housing project being developed and
administered by the DOJ is a 41-hectare government
housing project, with a proposed construction of 3,252
housing units for the benefit of the Office of the President,
DOJ, BuCor, and Department of Environment and
Natural Resources employees.
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3. Improve systems and processes through ICT
a. Synchronization of connectivity: central and
field offices
b. Continuous procurement of computers
c. Case management and tracking system

DOJ Proper
1.

Zero-backlog

2. Anti-corruption processes
a. Procurement system
b. Contract review
c. Administrative cases

Office of the Solicitor General
1.

National Bureau of Investigation
1.

NBI Clearance: biometric system, online application,
e-payment

Unified information system: computerization

2. Business processes: case management, service
delivery and operating procedures

2. Investigation: specific crimes (i.e. public corruption,
extra-legal killings, human trafficking, illegal drugs,
commercial crimes, cybercrime)

3. Resource management: physical facilities, enhanced
financial resources, personnel development

3. Records and data management: case monitoring and
tracking system (nationwide)

Office of the Government Corporate Counsel
1.

Bureau of Immigration
1.

Border control and management: biometric system
in all international ports and national alien mapping,
automation of raffling system for visa and complaints

2. Professionalizing the Bureau
a. Recruitment of new immigration officers
b. Continuous training of personnel (values
formation, fraud detection, and intelligence)
c. Full implementation of PMSOPES & ARTA

2. Administrative cases
a. New rules of procedure
b. Zero-backlog
3. Capacity building and integrity development plan
a. Complete MCLE requirements
b. Hearing officers
c. Arbitrators

Presidential Commission on Good Government

Public Attorney’s Office

1.

OGCC Systems and Procedures Manual: including
procurement, disbursement, personnel selection, and
hiring

Increased access to justice by the poor and
vulnerable groups
a. Creation of additional district offices and
plantilla positions
b. Enhancement of barangay legal information
system and legal rights dissemination outreach
c. Continuous procurement of biometric time
record system

1.

Intensify asset recovery and raise revenue: P405 M is
the 2012 target

2. “Legal + +” Program: increase efficiency and income
from surrendered and sequestered corporations
3. Corruption Prevention Program: lecture series, road
show, exhibit

2. Strengthen alternative dispute resolution
a. Enhancement of mediation and conciliation
mechanisms
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Office for Alternative Dispute Resolution

Land Registration Authority

1.

1.

Develop ADR training, accreditation and certification
standards and schedule of fees

2. Development of the OADR website

Completion of the Land Titling Computerization
Project (with communication plan or awareness
activities for the public)

3. Roll out of the seminar workshop on restorative justice
and the barangay justice system

2. Professionalism programs: continuous training,
retooling of personnel, recodification of land-related
laws

Bureau of Corrections

3. Strengthening and revitalizing the inter-agency Task
Force Titulong Malinis (LRA, OSG, NBI, PNP, DOJ
Proper)

1.

Humane, decent, secure and drug-free inmate
environment: core processes

2. Professional and accountable corrections
administration: capacity building, learning, and growth
3. Improved resource management

Parole and Probation Administration
1.

Maximized client accessibility in the rehabilitation
program: capability enhancement (officers and
volunteers), and three-pronged approach to increase
reintegration rate and reduce revocation rate

2. Outcome mapping: monitoring and evaluation on
the effect or impact of the rehabilitation program for
clients
3. Update the Information Systems Strategic Plan
(ISSP)
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Afterword

T

he DOJ accomplishments and reforms instituted for the year 2011 showcased the hard
work and determination of an institution for transformational change.

For more than a century, the DOJ has withstood the challenges brought about by different
forces and has successfully managed to keep abreast of the emerging issues of the times. The
past year saw the DOJ’s resolve to contribute significantly in making the justice system work
in favor of the Filipino people not only through the institutional reforms it has implemented
within its organization, but also by working with other justice sector institutions that comprise
the law enforcement and judiciary through the JSCC.
With the JSCC, the DOJ will continue to push for more reforms in the justice system to
comprehensively achieve the five (5) major key areas namely: good governance in the justice
sector; crime prevention and reduction; speedy resolution of cases; restorative justice; and
equal and inclusive access to justice.
In the coming years, the DOJ will continue to reap significant gains and work for deeper
reforms that will truly address the root causes of the current challenges and concerns in the
justice system, and work resolutely for the achievement of the ultimate goal of rendering
justice for all Filipino people.
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